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Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation


Report for External Body-Commissioned


Centre for Public Health Research

Journal Article - Research


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Journal**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Other - Concise Publications**


Technical Reports


PVC’s Office-College of Humanities & Social Sciences

Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Journal Article - Professional & Other


Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation

Reid, P. M. (2004). FS Commission. Forest and Rural Fire Association of New Zealand Conference, August 4-6, , Taupo, NZ.


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


Report for External Body-Commissioned


Oral Presentation - Community


Oral Presentation - Professional


Other - Concise Publications


Other - Extension Activities


Other - Media Reports - Print


Spoonley, P. (2004). The hand that rocked the cradle and the boat. Dominion Post. 1175-9488

Spoonley, P. (2004). The respectable face of racism?. The Press. 0113-9762


Technical Reports


Research Centre for Maori Health & Development

Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Simon, V. N. (2004). A snapshot of Maori nurses' health and safety issues. Kai Tiaki Nursing, 10 (10), 14-15 November http://kea.massey.ac.nz/search/fkai+tiaki+nursing/fkai+tiaki+nursing/-6,0,0,B/1856&FF=fkai+tiaki+1995&1,1,0/indexsort=-.

Conference Contribution - Poster

**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Oral Presentation - Community**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


**Technical Reports**

School of English & Media Studies

Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Walpert, B. J. (2004). Russian moon. Divide: The University of Colorado's Journal of Writing and Ideas, (2, Fall.). A poem that appeared in the quality-assured U.S. literary journal Divide, based out of the Program for Writing & Rhetoric at the University of Colorado, Boulder. 23 The poem investigates notions of mirror-of self and other- with a focus on linguistic repetition and form..


Journal Contribution - Research


Journal Article - Professional & Other


Walpert, B. J. (2004). The art of paying attention: Nature, poetry and the nature of poetry. Campus Review, November 24., An essay on poetry-as-process that was selected by academic peers for a
Dialogica Prize, a prestigious competition supported by the Australian Academy of the Humanities to recognize academic research written for a non-specialist audience. It appeared in a special supplement to the Australian journal Campus Voice.

**Edited Journal - Research**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Performance - Research - Live

Farrow, A. R. (2004). After Kafka Massey University Massey University Globe Theatre, Palmerston North, NZ Palmerston North, NZ March 30

Farrow, A. R. (2004). Amnesia Massey University Massey University Palmerston North, NZ Globe Theatre, Palmerston North, NZ 0
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Oral Presentation - Professional
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**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


**Conference Contribution - Edited Proceedings - Book**

Conf. Contribution - Poster


Conf. Contribution - Oral Presentation


Huntington, A. D. (2004). Developing and sustaining clinical leaders in nursing in contemporary health care systems. Conference on Leadership and Mentoring in Nursing, July 6, University of Western Sydney, Sydney, NSW.


Noseworthy, A. A., Cooper, M. A. (2004). Midwives' perception of their knowledge of genetics and embryology, and the application of this knowledge to their practice. 8th New Zealand College of Midwives Biennial National Conference, September 15-18, The New Zealand College of Midwives 8th Biennial National Conference: Conference proceedings, Wellington, NZ. Wellington, NZ.


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


Oral Presentation - Community


Oral Presentation - Professional


Douce, J. (2004). On-going analysis. Presented to: Massey University, School of Health Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. June 15.


Other - Concise Publications

Gilmour, J. A., Kopeikin, A. (2004). Bachelor of Nursing Peer Mentoring Project: Report to the College of Humanities First Year/Enrolment Experience Initiative. Wellington, NZ: Massey University, School of Health Sciences
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Edited Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


**Film/Video - Research**


**Oral Presentation - Community**


Tennant, M. A. (2004). *Selected themes on women’s issues in New Zealand.* Presented to: Massey University, College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Palmerston North, NZ. August 13.


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


Howan, V. E. (2004). *The Trojan war: Just a fairy-tale?*. Presented to: College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. June 22.

Howan, V. E. (2004). *War and peace in Aristophanes*. Presented to: College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. June 22.


**Other - Concise Publications**


**Other - Extension Activities**


**Other - Media Interviews - Broadcast**

Other -Media Reports - Print


Thesis - Doctoral

Greener-Barcham, B. K. (2004). Liberalism and the use of force: A means to an end?. Australian National University. 0
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Authored Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Chapter in Book - Textbooks & Other


Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


**Conference Contribution - Edited Proceedings - Book**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Paviour-Smith, M. (2004). *Allaboutme@diaryland: Intimacy, the pure relationship and internet journal. Language and Society Conference*, September 2-3, , Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ.


White, C. J. (2004). Back to the future: Valuing and using the broader distance education research and theory in an online context. *Research in Distance Education Conference*, November 9-11, , Deakin University, Geelong, VIC.

White, C. J., Murphy, L., Shelley, M., Baumann, U. (2004). Towards an understanding of attributes and expertise in distance language teaching: Tutor maxims. *6th Research in Distance Education Conference*, November 9-11, , Deakin University, Geelong, VIC.

White, C. J., Murphy, L., Shelley, M., Baumann, U. (2004). Towards an understanding of tutor attributes and expertise. *Research in Distance Education Conference*, November 9-11, , Deakin University, Geelong, VIC.
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Journal Contribution - Research - Review


Journal Article - Professional & Other


Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation


**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Exhibition - Research - Solo**


Rakena, R. M. (2001). '...as an individual and not under the name of Ngai Tahu' in Techno Maori: Maori Art in the Digital Age. City Gallery Wellington and Pataka, Porirua Museum of Arts, Contemporary Maori New Media. Wellington and Porirua, New Zealand 0


Rakena, R. M. (2004). 'Mihi Aroha' # 1 in Whare National Aboriginal Cultural Institute - Tandanya Gallery Contemporary Maori Art Installation Adelaide Festival, Adelaide, Australia 0


Taepa, N. (2004). Tena korua in kia kaha. Te Aute College, Solvent paint, PVC Pipe Hastings, NZ. 0


Exhibition - Research - Group


Oral Presentation - Community


Oral Presentation - Professional


Other - Concise Publications


Other - Extension Activities

Cotton, S. W. (2004). Commision for the Sky City Grand Hotel. Art works, 7m x 2m
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Authored Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Journal Contribution - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


Jones, L. M. (2004). 'We were all on valium': assessing the effects of mercury exposure on school dental nurses. *Psychologies for Aotearoa/ New Zealand, August 27-30, Wellington, NZ.*


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Pennington, H. R., Alpass, F. M., Culligan, N. S. (2004). Who are the participants in ageing research?. *New Zealand Association of Gerontology Conference*, April 14-16, , Christchurch, NZ.


---

**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


---

**Oral Presentation - Professional**

Atkins, S. G., Stillman, J. A. (2004). *Figure and ground: When teams emerge from groups.* Presented to: IO Special Interest Group, QB8, Massey University, Albany, Auckland, NZ. November 9.


Coombes, L. M. (2004). *What do you get when you cross a poststructuralist with a gangster? Theorising bicultural practices of critical psychology within a specific community.* Presented to: Manchester Metropolitan University, Qualitative Research, Subjectivity and Critical Theory, Manchester, UK. June 1.


**Other - Concise Publications**


**Other - Extension Activities**


Evans, I. W J M., Harvey, S. T. (2004). Getting beyond the cup of tea: What Pakeha clinical psychologists can do to lift our professional game in a bicultural society. *Institute of Clinical Psychology Workshop speaker August 27*


**Other - Media Interviews - Broadcast**

Carr, S. C. Why expatriates leave New Zealand, why they return and the reasons for staying overseas. *Television One, ASB Business*. Television New Zealand November 1 TV

Dulin, P. L. Berry fruit and cognitive functioning in the elderly. *Television One*. Television New Zealand September 12 TV

Other -Media Reports - Print


School of Social & Cultural Studies

Authored Book - Research


Edited Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Chapter in Book - Textbooks & Other

Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research**


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Journal**

**Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


Macrae, G. S. (2004). Not another 'Last Great Royal Cremation' in Bali? Maybe Clifford Geertz was right after all. Australian Anthropological Society Annual Conference: Moving Anthropology: Motion, Emotion and Knowledge, September 28-October 1, , The University of Melbourne, Melbourne, VIC.

Macrae, G. S. (2004). Not another "Last great royal cremation"? Is Bali catching up with Clifford Geertz at last?. 29th Annual Association of Social Anthropologists of Aotearoa/New Zealand


Te Momo, F. H. (2004). Biotechnology, foreshore/seabed, Maori women leadership, marae management, unemployment 'no go areas', whanau beneficiaries and the impact/issues relevant to Maori. Maori studies subjects conference, November 24-25, , Waipapa Marae, University of Auckland, NZ.


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


Report for External Body-Commissioned


Other


Film/Video - Professional & Other

Waring, M. J. (2004). Frontier thinking on sustainable development Social Science Library: Frontier thinking on Sustainable Development and Human Well-being Tufts University Medford, MA 0

Oral Presentation - Community


Oral Presentation - Professional


**Other - Concise Publications**


Macrae, G. S. (2004). (Possibly) The last royal cremation. Latitudes: views from 6°++ above to 11° below the equator. Article 1411-7959


Other - Extension Activities


Rountree, K. E. (2004). Writing research proposals. Massey University, Student Learning Centre Workshop March 18

Staniforth, B. L. (2004). Introduction to mindfulness. Unitec New Zealand, School of Health and Community Studies Lecture May 13


Other - Media Interviews - Print


http://www.nzherald.co.nz/index.cfm?ObjectID=3587622


**Other - Media Interviews - Broadcast**


Tie, W. J. New Frontiers in Restorative Justice?. *Life Matters.* Australian Broadcasting Corporation December 3 RADIO

Waring, M. J. Marilyn Waring. *Queer Nation.* Television New Zealand October 21 TV

Waring, M. J. Review of the film *Mona Lisa smile.* *Television One, Tonight.* Television New Zealand March 24 TV


**Other - Media Reports - Print**


Lineham, P. J. (2004). Are liberals fascists?. *Dominion Post.* 1175-9488


**Thesis - Doctoral**
Lunt, N. T. (2004). Contested inheritance: The emergence of social science research in New Zealand. Massey University, NZ. 0
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School of Sociology, Social Policy & Social Work

Authored Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Article - Professional & Other**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Journal


Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation

Baskerville-Davies, M A. A. (2004). What role should career planning play in supervision?. Supervision Conference 2004: Weaving together the strands of supervision, July 9-11, , Auckland, NZ.


Cheyne, C. M. (2004). Improving quality of life in New Zealand's 'big' cities. City Futures: An international conference on globalism and urban change, July 8-10, City futures: An international conference on globalism and urban change, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL.


Coleman, J. D. (2004). 'Even more certainty than a man': Women's views of policy and publicity on emigration to the Antipodes. *Annual Conference of the Australasian Victorian Studies Association, in conjunction with the Dickens Project, University of California, July 8-10, Antipodes: The Annual Conference of the Australasian Victorian Studies Association in conjunction with the Dickens Project, University of California*, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW. http://www.arts.usyd.edu.au/departs/rihss/Ant.prog2A.html


Patterson, L. G., Briar, C. J. (2004). From 'public issues' to 'private troubles': Lone mothers and liberal welfare. Australian and International Feminisms Conference: Where we've been and where we're going: Celebrating 30 years of HECATE, December 12-14, , Sydney, NSW.


Conference Contribution - Full Conference Paper


Oral Presentation - Community


Oral Presentation - Professional


Sullivan, M. J. (2004). Disability studies: It's not so much a question of crossing disciplinary boundaries as one of crossing impairment related boundaries. Presented to: Massey University, School of Sociology, Social Policy and Social Work, Massey University, Palmerston North, NZ. November 17.

Other - Concise Publications


**Other - Extension Activities**


Lunn, M. S. (2004). Concrete ceilings, supportive husbands and western feminism. . Massey University, Celebrating Research Day Poster May 19

Lunn, M. S. (2004). Gender in the academic work place: Identity politics and career. . Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Centre for Gender Research Seminar July 22

Lunn, M. S. (2004). Image from Re-visioning Science, "love and passion in the scientific imagination". *RichText*. University of Malaya, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences Gender Studies Seminar Series Seminar August 6


Sullivan, M. J. (2004). Disability studies: It's not so much a question of crossing disciplinary boundaries as one of crossing impairment related boundaries. *Seminar*. Massey University, School of Sociology, Social Policy and Social Work Seminar November 17


**Other - Media Interviews - Broadcast**

Beatson, P. R. Human rights. *Television One, Inside Out*. Television New Zealand August 18 TV


**Other - Media Reports - Print**


**Thesis - Doctoral**


Patterson, L. G. (2004). Women, mothers and citizens: Lone mothers' narratives in the context of New Zealand welfare reform. Victoria University of Wellington. 0
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Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


Journal Contribution - Professional & Other

**Conference Contribution - Poster**


**Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation**


McCreanor, T. N. (2004). Walking the talk: How have New Zealand academics and practitioners got it together and made mental health promotion real?. Third Biennial World Conference: The Promotion of Mental Health and Prevention of Mental and Behavioural Disorders, September 14-17, Auckland, NZ.


Report for External Body-Commissioned


**Oral Presentation - Community**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**


**Other - Concise Publications**

Conway, K. E. (2004). Submission regarding the Auckland City's draft alcohol strategy from the Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation (SHORE), Massey University. Auckland, NZ: Massey University, Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation


supply of methamphetamine. *Research briefing*. Auckland, NZ: Massey University, Centre for Social and Health Outcomes Research and Evaluation

**Other - Extension Activities**


**Other - Media Interviews - Broadcast**


Casswell, S. Debate on the drinking age. *Television One, Frontline*. Television New Zealand December 1 TV


Huakau, J. PDAC survey. *Niu FM*. Niu Fm November 17 RADIO


**Other - Media Reports - Print**


**Technical Reports**


The School of People, Enviroinment & Planning

Authored Book - Research


Book - Chapter In, Research


Journal Article - Research


**Journal Contribution - Research - Review**


**Journal Contribution - Professional & Other - Review**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Book**


**Conference Contribution - Full Paper In Published Proceedings- Journal**


Conference Contribution - Full Abstract in Published Proceedings - Book


Conference Contribution - Oral Presentation


Overton, J. D., Mathias, J. (2004). Widening the development space. *International Development Studies Conference*, December 2-5, , Faculty of Arts, The University of Auckland, Auckland, NZ.
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**Report for External Body-Commissioned**


**Scholarly Edition**


**Oral Presentation - Community**


**Oral Presentation - Professional**
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Monographs
